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The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 391: Why Are You Angry? 

Naturally, this feeling only lasted for a split second. After all, Elder Jiang was already a Gold Core expert. 

He quickly returned back to reality and quietly raised his spiritual energy to oppose this youth’s 

imposing oppression. 

The expression on his face was still the benevolent old man expression as he smiled, “It was merely a 

giant misunderstanding, that’s all. Genius Doctor Xi, there’s no need to fuss over such minor matters.”* 

“Lao fu [1] merely heard of Genius Doctor Xi’s exceptional medical skills, so lao fu wanted to invite 

Genius Doctor Xi over to compare medical notes with you, a mutual exchange of assistance.” 

Hexi said, “o”, her intonation was an unable to be said carelessness, “Compare medical notes? Just in 

order to call me over to compare medical notes, you find people to kill, burn, and abduct people?” 

“Elder Jiang, this way of comparing medical notes is really new, really unusual, ah! Why don’t I come to 

give you some advice?” 

Elder Jiang’s eyebrows raised as he chuckled, “O? There’s also this type of matter?” 

Having said this, he seemingly turned around to blame Doctor Xie, who was standing behind him. 

“Chongming, what did you do?” 

“Didn’t I tell you to go invite Genius Doctor Xie? How can you touch as you wish?” 

Doctor Xie’s eyes changed, how could he not understand his master’s meaning? At once, he looked at 

Hexi with a face filled with remorse. 

“Genius Doctor Xi, somewhat misunderstood. Originally, we respectfully came to request for you.” 

“Who would’ve thought that the subordinates at your manor were unable to differentiate good from 

bad. Without distinguishing between right and wrong, they regarded us as bad people, my subordinates 

were helpless and could only resist.” 

“Who would have imagined that when we resisted, they didn’t grasp appropriate behavior…… Bringing 

Xiao Li guniang was also in order to get Genius Doctor Xi to come. We really wish for you to properly 

apologize.” 

“As for those youngsters that didn’t know propriety and offended Genius Doctor Xi, I already firmly 

taught them a lesson. Wishing Genius Doctor Xi is big and generous, don’t bother about them.” 

These words that Doctor Xie spoke were both gentle and forceful, with a degree of propriety. When 

Elder Jiang heard them, he was immensely pleased. 

He couldn’t help but stroke his beard and smile, “If Genius Doctor Xi is still dissatisfied, it wouldn’t be a 

bother for me to completely kill those several subordinates in order to help you vent your anger.” 
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“But if I was to say it, your Bie Courtyard, the people that died were merely just several slaves, nothing 

more. Dragging them over to sell at the market wouldn’t earn you more than a few coins. Genius Doctor 

Xie, if you feel that you have suffered a loss, I will pay you back ten times the amount!” 

“Correct, nothing more than a few insignificant subordinates. They’re only worth a few coins.” Hexi 

slightly evoked the corners of her mouth, her voice was gloomy and slow, “What Elder Jiang said is 

correct.” 

Having heard what was said, a thread of happiness flashed through Elder Jiang’s mind and at once, he 

said, “Since Genius Doctor Xi is so fair and reasonable, it would be better to follow me……” 

But, he didn’t get to finish speaking when he suddenly saw a purple vine fly out from Hexi’s wrist. 

Like lightning, the purple vine divided into ten in the air and facing all directions****it went out. 

In the blink of an eye, it penetrated ten guard’s chests. Before they could even come back to reality, it 

ended their lives. 

Ten purple vines floated around in the air, resembling a purple barrier. It also emitted a pungent bloody 

smell. 

Doctor Xie’s face became extremely ugly and he sternly pointed at Hexi. “Xi Yue, don’t be shameless. We 

had good intentions and treated you with respect, yet you have the impertinence to raise your hand 

when Elder Jiang was speaking, are you impatient of living?” 

The smiling expression on Hexi’s face slightly changed, her finger lightly caressed the Purple Abyss Vine 

as she sneered at him, “What? Didn’t you say, it’s merely a few insignificant subordinates, nothing more. 

Not worth any coins? Why are you angry now?” 

*“minor matters”, b**** what! You literally slaughtered everyone in her courtyard!!! 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 392: To Create A Diversion 

“If you guys wish, I can go to the marketplace to buy a dozen more and compensate you guys?” 

“These words, didn’t Elder Jiang just moments ago say them with his own mouth?” 

At this moment, Elder Jiang’s benevolent expression finally had a small crack. His expression when 

looking at Hexi became colder and gloomier. 

Doctor Xie knew that Elder Jiang had moved to the point of wanting to kill, his heart was carefree as he 

coldly looked towards Hexi, mockingly saying, “Having been called Genius Doctor Xi, you really think 

you’re a genius doctor.” 

“I’m telling you, it’s best if you don’t refuse a toast only to be forced to drink a forfeit. Today, if you 

obediently surrender and pay allegiance to my Jiang manor, we’ll forget about this. If you dare to resist, 

your subordinate’s end will be your end.” 

At this moment, Elder Jiang’s voice also turned frosty. “Merely a few insignificant subordinates, if they 

died, then they died. It counts as an offer of apology for my subordinates offended Genius Doctor Xi. But 
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Genius Doctor Xi, clearly understand your situation. Offending my Jiang family wouldn’t serve any 

benefit for you.” 

Having heard what was said, Hexi lowly began to laugh, which slowly changed to arrogant laughter. “O, I 

seemed to have forgotten to tell you.” 

Just a moment ago, I already visited your Jiang family’s laboratory, and found your hostages inside.” 

“Seeing as you guys were so enthusiastic and hospitable to my Xiao Li, I also gave Elder Jiang a very small 

gift.” 

By this time, Elder Jiang and Doctor Xie’s faces greatly changed. 

Doctor Xie involuntarily yelled out [1], “You…… You visited the underground room? What did you do in 

there?!!” 

Hexi lifted her eyes up, under her long eyelashes was a pair of glorious and starry eyes, however they 

contained a cold light. “Didn’t do anything, ah. It’s nothing more than a fire, that completely burning all 

the things inside.” 

“Including those alive but inferior to death Medicinal Fertilizers, and also…… all the bound black spirit 

plants!” 

“You– –! Unexpectedly you burned all our spirit plants!!” Doctor Xie loudly roared. Because he was 

extremely angry and distressed, his face warped, “Do you know how much heart’s blood we spent, how 

many generations we had accumulated in order to be able to raise those bound black spirit plants?!” 

Elder Jiang was also angered until his face turned blue. The gaze he looked at Hexi with no longer 

contained any fake good naturedness, all that was left was cold-heartedness. “Xi Yue, do you really think 

that this lao fu wants your replenishing arteries and veins extinct skill and will just ask for it from your 

mouth?” 

“As long as you’re captured and we use a searching soul method on you, you will no longer be able to 

keep your secret!!” 

“An unable to tell good from bad, yellow mouthed child [2], lao fu wants you to regret your conduct 

today……” 

Elder Jiang didn’t get to finish speaking when he saw a purple shadow flying towards him. Indeed, this 

was Hexi directly mounting a sneak attack. 

Elder Jiang coldly snorted and disdainfully said, “Nothing more than an insignificant Foundation 

Establishment stage martial artist, yet wants to sneak attack lao fu. Simply overestimating one’s 

capabilities.” 

Finished speaking, he didn’t even take out a magic weapon. His large, elegant gown suddenly waved. 

All one heard was “pa” and he had ruthlessly threw out the purple vine that was heading towards him. 

The strength Elder Jiang used to throw was enormous, the purple vine was thrown very far away and 

one after another, they all hit a wall. Even the wall had a small spider web-like crack in it. 



Elder Jiang felt very proud of himself in his heart, but he suddenly heard Doctor Xie’s alarmed shout, 

“Elder Jiang, save me!” 

His face greatly changed, turning his head, he witnessed Doctor Xie who already had three or four 

purple vines twisting around him, hoisting him high up in the air and flying in Hexi’s direction. 

This…… this youngster, the purple vines just then were simply part of the plan to create a diversion! 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 393: Happy? 

The actual person she wanted to attack was Xie Chongming! 

He saw that Doctor Xie was right in front of Hexi and Hexi had already picked up a long sword infused 

with cold light. 

Elder Jiang’s complexion became extremely unsightly, with a load roar, he threw himself over. “You 

dare– –!!” 

But before he fell down, he heard “shua shua shua shuaI” sounds. 

Immediately following that, Doctor Xie let out a mournful howl. His entire body resembled a drum, 

dropping on the floor with a thump, he incessantly rolled around. 

Yes, exactly like a drum. 

Because the current Doctor Xie had already had his four limbs chopped off by the identical vines, all that 

was left over was a head attached to an upper body. 

His arms and legs were laid to the side, on the floor. His fingers had already began to turn blue, but they 

were still moving around neurotically. 

Hexi slowly walked up to Doctor Xie, who was ceaselessly shouting, she smiled innocently and softly. 

“Doctor Xie, when you let people kill Wet Nurse Chen and take out her internal organs, where you 

happy?” 

“Oh, I think you were definitely happy.” She let out a light sigh, “Therefore, I don’t mind letting you feel 

even happier.” 

The words had just come out when the long sword in her hand flew out like a phantom, heading 

towards Doctor Xie’s face to say hello. 

Doctor Xie’s eyes resembled death, they were full of alarm and despair. 

Shortly, he no longer had eyes. His face didn’t have a nose, ears, eyebrows, and eyes anymore. 

He still had a mouth, but his mouth no longer had a tongue, he couldn’t make any noises. 

But it didn’t matter, he still had his ears, he could still hear sounds. He also had his consciousness, the 

current pain on his body tortured him to the point of hovering between life and death. 

Hexi regained the long sword, but she didn’t bother to wipe the bloodstain on it. Rather, she directly 

threw the long sword away. 
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At last, she finally looked upon Doctor Xie. Her voice was soft and she had a tender expression as she 

said, “Although you killed Wet Nurse Chen and tortured Xiao Li, I’ve still decided that you can’t die too 

easily.” 

“Now, you are unable to see, talk, walk, or do anything. But with a martial artists’ valiant body, you 

won’t die so easily either. You can’t even kill yourself.” 

“You will suffer this hellish torture every day and every night for a long time, incapable of freeing 

yourself or escape. I trust that you’ll feel extremely happy about this feeling.” 

On the floor, Doctor Xie, who couldn’t even be said to have a body anymore, frantically trembled. He 

twisted and turned, but nobody spared him a glance anymore and nobody cared about his life or death 

anymore. 

To Hexi, he was already a dead man. Wet Nurse Chen’s hatred has already been revenged. 

To Elder Jiang, Xie Chongming having lost both his hands and feet and being unable to look or see, had 

already lost all his value. He was no longer worthy of paying any attention to. 

It was just that everyone turned speechless for half a day after seeing Hexi’s ruthless methods. 

Clearly they’re nothing more than sixteen or seventeen years old, didn’t expect that when he cut off 

someone’s four limbs and removed their eyes, ears, mouth, and nose, his expression still wouldn’t have 

the slightest change. 

No, his face still carried a breathtaking smile. 

This youth…… Really is too terrifying! 

Even Elder Jiang had these thoughts. He originally wanted to attract him (Hexi) to his side, but he 

retrieved these thoughts. 

A thread of fear rose in his heart, if this youngster was allowed to mature, perhaps even he (Elder Jiang) 

wouldn’t be his match. 

So, after he obtained the extinct skill of replenishing arteries and veins, he must completely destroy this 

youth! 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 394: Do You Dare Receive It? 

Thinking up to here, Elder Jiang took a deep breath, his cold gaze looked towards Hexi as he slowly said, 

“Looks like you won’t choose to surrender and pay allegiance to my Jiang family?” 

Hexi held onto the Purple Abyss Vine again and lightly laughed, “Old fart, I dare to surrender and pay 

allegiance, do you dare to receive it?” 

“Just based on some loisy Jiang family, you want me to surrender and pay allegiance? Don’t dream too 

big!” 

“In this world, the people who can make me obedient and surrender haven’t been born yet!” 
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The fury in Elder Jiang’s eyes flashed as he coldly said, “Good, very good! Nothing more than an 

insignificant Foundation Establishment stage and one’s way of speaking really isn’t small.” 

“Originally I still wanted to give you face, but seeing as you’re unable to tell good from bad, I won’t 

stand on ceremony [1].” 

When he finished speaking, a cyan flag suddenly appeared in his hand. 

This flag’s appearance resembled the black flag Feng Yunjing carried inside the white fog, but it to be a 

lot less imposing when compared to that black flag. 

When the cyan flag appeared in Elder Jiang’s hand, it was only the size of his palm, but when spiritual 

energy was poured in, it suddenly grew in size. 

Elder Jiang lowly roared, “Thousand Wind Blade– –!” 

The cyan flag flew up and suddenly swirled up into a tornado, completely encircling Hexi. 

Once she was trapped inside the tornado, Hexi felt an immense pressure. 

This tornado was actually formed with countless wind blades and every wind blade had the spiritual 

pressure and attack force of a Gold Core stage martial artist. 

Inside the hurricane, Hexi had no way to move, she could only passively defend. 

Under these straitened circumstances, her body quickly developed numerous bruises of all shapes and 

sizes. 

And, this was under the Purple Abyss Vine protecting her at full force, if not, she wouldn’t have merely 

received bruises. 

Seeing Hexi’s sorry figure inside the tornado, Elder Jiang couldn’t help but sneer at her, “How are things? 

Do you know the distance between Foundation Establishment stage and Gold Core stage now?” 

“Did you really think you could strut around just because you had a little bit of skill? Today you will learn 

that there are mountains beyond mountains, people beyond people [2]!” 

While saying this, Elder Jiang’s hands raised and a large concentration of spiritual energy poured into the 

cyan flag. Quickly, the wind blades surrounding Hexi picked up their speed by a few degrees. 

Although Hexi didn’t receive any serious injuries, the Purple Abyss Vine was cut everywhere because it 

was protecting her. Occasionally, purple plant juice would drip down. 

Hexi’s heart gradually became anxious and in her consciousness, she chid at the Purple Abyss Vine. 

She wanted it to first protect itself, not to use it’s own spiritual energy to protect herself. 

But for the first time, the Purple Abyss Vine was determined to resist against her command. No matter 

how badly it got cut up by the wind blades, it continued to protect Hexi. Even if it’s vines were breaking 

off, root by root. It didn’t consent to allowing her receive any mortal injuries. 



Elder Jiang laughed out loud, “Don’t struggle, this Pure Wind flag, when paired with the Thousand Wind 

Blade is actually my unique skill. As long as you’re trapped inside, even high level Gold Core stage 

martial artists wouldn’t be able to even think about coming out.” 

“You’re merely an insignificant Foundation Establishment stage youngster, do you really think you can 

rely on some magical plant, with unknown origins, and be able to get out of the Thousand Wind Blade? 

Don’t dream anymore!” 

“I advise you to hand over the replenishing arteries and veins extinct method now, this way I may still 

give you a way out. If you continue refusing to listen to reason, I can also beat you into a useless person 

and take out the things I want from your brain. By then, you better not regret! 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 395: Avaricious 

The information obtained from the soul searching technique was guaranteed to be true, but there was a 

ninety percent chance it would be damaged. But unless it was absolutely essential, Elder Jiang didn’t 

want to use this method. 

Elder Jiang was howling with laughter, his heart was content. But he suddenly heart a loud sound, 

“peng”. 

The hurricane originally spinning around Hexi suddenly, violently began to shake. Soon after, a crack 

even appeared. 

A child-like voice carrying some mischievousness started laughing, “Smelly old man, this tornado can’t 

be broken from the inside, but it can be from the outside, easily.” 

The voice just came out when Hexi came out of the crack, with a body full of wounds, carrying a Purple 

Abyss Vine riddled with scars. 

Following Hexi leaving, the Thousand Wind Blades that made up the tornado quickly disappeared into 

thin air. 

And a blood covered small dragon hung by Hexi’s side. Facing Hexi, it mischievously laughed, “Lao da, I 

already tidied up that other group. Hai hai (coughing)…… I, I didn’t pull your back leg!” 

The light in Hexi’s eyes dimmed a bit as she crouched down to carry the Little Golden Dragon. It didn’t 

know when her hand had so much medicinal powder but she lightly spread it on the fierce wounds on 

it’s flesh, softly saying, “Didn’t I tell you to run when there was danger?” 

The medicinal powder was spread across it’s body, causing the Little Golden Dragon’s aching body to 

tremble. But in spite of this, it still willfully laughed. “Lao da, you’re so brave and fierce. I am your xiao di 

[1], how can…… ke ke…… How can I run away? Isn’t that losing your, lao da’s, face?” 

“He he, no matter what, it’s ben zun…… because I was undaunted by the danger, I was able to damage 

that trash tornado. Lao da, you owe me a favor, ah!” 

“Got it.” Hexi used gauze to wrap up it’s wounds before softly saying, “Obediently enter my space and 

when lao da to teaches a lesson to these bad people, I’ll make delicious food for you.” 
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The Little Golden Dragon’s eyes brightened. Rubbing against Hexi’s wrist, he didn’t hesitate to go back 

inside her space. 

Elder Jiang’s complexion became grave and avaricious. The way he looked at Hexi seemed as if he was 

looking at a monster, “Didn’t expect that you not only had a nine-tailed spirit fox, but you also had a 

golden dragon.” 

“He he, if I can obtain the golden dragon, nine-tailed spirit fox, and the replenishing arteries and veins 

extinct method, don’t even talk about joining the Doctor Association. Even if it was returning to my 

family, it would be an easy feat!” 

“How could an ordinary person think that an insignificant Foundation Establishment stage martial artist 

would have so many treasures on their body! Ha ha ha, my being able to capture you today is extremely 

lucky!” 

When he finished speaking, the cool breeze flag was once again taken out. Rising into the air, it also 

simultaneously picked up dust. 

At the same time, Elder Jiang also flew up in the air. Arrogantly looking at Hexi, he disdainfully said, “You 

thought that just because you escaped the Thousand Wind Blade once, you would be able to escape 

from my hands. He he, if I can activate the Thousand Wind Blade the first time, I can activate it a second 

time!” 

“Moreover, this time’s Thousand Wind Blade will be even stronger than last times!” 

After a moment, “hu la” was heard and the cool breeze flag began to violently shake, swirling up an 

immense sandstorm. 

This time, it won’t only be dust and tree leaves. Even the tiles and bricks on the house will be picked up 

into the hurricane. So much so that even the hill shook and swayed. 

Hexi’s complexion was grave and a blue and red long sword appeared in her hand. She got this sword 

from Sealed Dragon Domain’s Secret Territory, it was the sword that fit her the most now– – Li Shui 

sword. It had both the water attribute and fire attribute. 

But before Hexi could move the sword, the Purple Abyss Vine in her hand seemed to have not listened 

to her command and abruptly rose up into the air. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 396: Roast For You 

“Little Purple– –!!!” Hexi let out a cry of surprise, with all her might she prayed to the Gods, wanting to 

bring Little Purple back. 

But, the purple vine seemed determined, completely ignoring Hexi’s order. It knocked against the cyan 

flag releasing the hurricane. 

The only sound was “peng peng peng” repeatedly, loudly, sounding out. 

Under Hexi’s alarmed gaze, she saw the thick purple vine fly high up then come crashing back down. 

Following that, thick purple juice flowed down the side of Hexi’s leg. 
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Soon after, a cyan flag had been rolled up, swaying and wobbling, it was brought in front of Hexi. 

Hexi could perceive that the Purple Abyss Vine wanted to help improve her mood. It’s scattered leaves 

softly swayed around, seeming to be both, taking credit for it’s achievement and asking for forgiveness. 

Clearly it had been cut everywhere by the cool breeze flag’s hurricane, so miserable. But Hexi could 

sense the Purple Abyss Vine’s consciousness, very happy, very cheerful! 

Can help Master, really is too great! 

Can punish the scoundrel that caused Dan Dan to cry, really is too great! 

Hexi let out a soft breath and no longer attempted to reissue the flame. Instead she took the cool breeze 

flag from the Purple Abyss Vine and extended her hand to softly touch it (Purple Abyss Vine). 

“Little Purple, thank you!” Hexi slowly said, “But, in the future, you’re not allowed to disobey my 

command and act on your own initiative. Otherwise, I’ll remove our master and pet contract, do you 

hear me?” 

The purple vine shook and it’s leaves started drooping down. Feeling wronged and trying to curry favor, 

it rubbed against Hexi’s wrist. 

Hexi’s pressed down on her forehead, this group of fellows really didn’t let people be worry-free! These 

fellows really let people love dearly and take pity on them, ah! 

Her voice deepened, “Youngster, you can rest assured. I’ll definitely make the old fools who hurt Xiao Li 

and you guys pay the price! You guys have to have some faith in this lao da, do you understand?” 

Finished speaking, her fair wrist moved and the Purple Abyss Vine quickly returned to her space.” 

And her deeply cold gaze looked towards the distant Elder Jiang’s ugly complexion. 

At this moment, Elder Jiang’s complexion was extremely unsightly. He didn’t expect his own cool breeze 

flag to be stolen by that purple devil plant. 

Although the cool breeze flag wasn’t the most difficult to deal with magic weapon on him, this type of 

shame from being hit by the younger generation caused his killing intent towards Hexi to deepen. 

Thinking up to here, Elder Jiang quickly took out a long sword, sneering, “You think that just because lao 

fu doesn’t have the cool breeze flag anymore I won’t be able to resist you anymore? Simply is indulging 

in wishful thinking!” 

“Qian Zi Sword, attack for me!” After his words sounded out, the flying sword suddenly transformed into 

thousands of reflections of swords and began going towards Hexi. 

Soon the sword reflections flew in front of Hexi, but her face still had the ice cold smile and she didn’t 

show a bit of movement to resist it. 

At this moment, silver needles appeared on her hand and quickly entered each of the major 

acupuncture points. 



Hexi’s movements were extremely fast and her expression was extremely concentrated. Even if the 

flying sword appeared in front of her and cut her clothes, she still seemed to lack any awareness. 

A moment later, the bloodstained youth, in the middle of all the sword reflections, lifted her head up. 

Using a cold voice, she slowly said, “You want my replenishing arteries and veins extinct method? Good, 

I’ll give it to you. When you arrive in Hell, I’ll personally roast it for you!*” 

After saying this, the spiritual energy in her body suddenly rose up and a burst of imposing manner 

surged up and came out. 

She painstakingly didn’t move the protective cover and pushed out all the reflections of the swords 

surrounding her. 

The thousand reflections of the flying swords all turned back into one. But they didn’t return to Elder 

Jiang, instead with a “peng” sound, it fell on the ground and lost the luster it previously had. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 397: Burning Vitality 

Elder Jiang looked towards the youth in front of him, his foot stumbled as he kept walking backwards. 

His face was filled with shock. “You… You… Gold Core, how can you have the smell of a Gold Core 

martial artist!!” 

“Little demon, in the end, what are you? What did you do just now?!!” 

He just saw the youth’s fiery gaze as the spiritual energy in his body frantically swelled and inky black, 

satiny hair flew around without wind. 

The entire person emitted an imposing power, pressing down on him. Where did they resemble a mere 

Foundation Establishment stage martial artist, they were clearly genuinely at Gold Core stage. 

In reality, at this moment, Hexi wasn’t feeling to well. 

Just now, she used the silver needles to prick her acupuncture points, expanding her channels. In fact, 

this was a type of method that ignited the dantian and promoted strength. 

Hexi had used this method in her past life before. It was just that, at that time, she didn’t have spiritual 

power. What was ignited was actually inner power inside her dantian. 

Using this method, one could quickly promote one’s body, but the cost was burning one’s vitality. 

In her previous life, each minute she spent in this forced state, she exchanged approximately one year of 

her life. 

And naturally, at this moment, this method of igniting her dantian’s spiritual power also needed 

compensation. 

But, in order for Wet Nurse Chen and Xiao Li’s revenge, Hexi threw caution to the wind and she couldn’t 

change anything now. 

Elder Jiang suddenly recovered from his shock and the spiritual power in his body rushed up. Qian Zi 

Sword, which had originally fallen to the side, hummed and rose up and rushed towards Hexi. 
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He wanted to take advantage of the fact that Hexi’s spiritual power was still unstable and kill him when 

he was unprepared. 

But, what caused Elder Jiang to become surprised was that when the Qian Zi Sword touched Hexi’s side, 

it suddenly got catapulted away. Unexpectedly, it didn’t even get to damage the spiritual power 

powered protective cover over Hexi. 

It was the same as Gold Core stage. It was obvious to him that at this moment, Hexi’s spiritual power 

was far more powerful than his. 

At this moment, during Elder Jiang’s bewildered state, the corners of Hexi’s mouth lifted up into a 

ridiculing smile. She faintly said, “So the Thousand Wind Blade is just like this, nothing more!” 

At this moment, Hexi was scattering the Cool Breeze Flag, the same way Elder Jiang did when he was 

releasing the Thousand Wind Blade, in her sea of knowledge. 

Zijin Palace Hall’s Maha inheritance– – secret duplication method. 

When she advanced to Gold Core stage, this magic, which she had recently learned, began to 

automatically work. 

Originally, it seemed to be the large and formidable Thousand Wind Blade, deconstructing and 

recombining, one by one, in her mind, it was no longer a secret. 

When she finished speaking, Hexi’s mind moved and the Cool Breeze flag in her hand flew out. 

As Elder Jiang’s reaction was still catching up, the Cool Breeze flag became an engulfing-sky storm, 

advancing towards Elder Jiang. 

“What?!! Thousand Wind Blade… This can’t be!!” 

Elder Jiang let out a cry of surprise, practically dumbstruck. “This is actually my Jiang family’s own skill, 

how can you use it? Moreover, that Cool Breeze flag had already been used by me, how can you use 

it?!!” 

Elder Jiang let out furious shouts as the twisting hurricane in front of him grew larger and larger, 

eventually enveloping him inside it. 

Inside the hurricane, sounds of Elder Jiang’s angry questions, depressed groans, as well as the sound of 

the wind blades cutting his clothing and flesh. 

But, this scene continued to happen until a violent boom was suddenly heard in the center of the storm. 

Immediately, the entire hurricane exploded open. Leaves, sand, and dust settled on the ground as the 

hurricane gradually faded away. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 398: It’s Just This, Nothing More 

Lacking strength, the Cool Breeze flag also fell down into Hexi’s hands. 
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Elder Jiang’s eyes were blood red as he rigidly watched Hexi, who was nearby. His eyes were filled with 

hatred and unspeakable fear. 

At this moment, his complexion was pale and there were bloodstains on his mouth. His clothes were all 

torn and his body was filled with cuts from the wind blades. How could he still possess the relaxation he 

had previously. 

It was extremely clear that in order to eliminate the Thousand Wind Blade, he paid a price. 

Naturally, Hexi didn’t expect a small tornado would be able to get rid of this old fart. But she faintly 

laughed, “Old fool, the feeling of being injured by your own magic weapons isn’t bad right?” 

Elder Jiang became so angered, his body shook. He suddenly took out some medicine pills and stuffed it 

in his mouth, fiercely looking at Hexi. “Did you think that the Thousand Wind Blade flag was my most 

lethal magic weapon? You’ve merely learned a bit of superficial knowledge, yet you dare to strut around 

in front of me!” 

“Right now, I’m going to use my unique skill to dismember your body, you shameless youngster! If you 

have the ability, use my tricks again to come see me!” 

He just finished speaking when the pressure from spiritual power in his body began pressing down 

harder. 

And inside his hand, a twinkling Thunder Light, golden long sword appeared. 

When he waved his hand, the sound of thunder suddenly echoed from the long sword. 

“Thunder and wind rushing movement– –!! Smelly youngster, drop dead for me– –!!!” 

Momentarily, the entire desolate residence shook and countless pieces of clay and sand picked up in the 

hurricane and headed towards Hexi. 

At the same time, a clap of thunder and lightning which caused people’s blood to run cold, sounded out. 

Elder Jiang had the Wind and Thunder dual spiritual roots. Although it couldn’t be compared to 

Heavenly Spiritual Roots, in Miluo Continent, it could be considered a rarely seen good attribute. 

For him to get to today’s achievement, he had used countless precious spiritual pills, and adding on a 

hundred years of bitter cultivation, he had achieved Gold Core stage with great difficulty. 

If he lost to this yellow mouthed child in front of him, what did his hundred years of payment (all the 

pills and cultivation) count as? 

Hexi had been enveloped inside the hurricane, her spiritual protective cover was constantly being blown 

by the wind, causing it to become unstable and crack before maintaining itself again. 

Hexi’s expression was extremely calm, her two eyes distributed warm rays of golden lights and in the 

blink of an eye, she moved towards Elder Jiang. 

When the wind and thunder rushing movement had been completely finished, Hexi’s mouth curved up 

into a dazzling smile. 



A moment later, when she flipped her palm up, a wind and thunder infused long sword appeared in her 

hand. 

Following that, in front of Elder Jiang’s astonished gaze, Hexi resolutely waved the long sword. 

For a moment, hurricane and hurricane bumped, thunder and lightning and thunder and lightning 

tangled together and rumbled. 

The entire courtyard seemed as if it could no longer withstand the battle and the wall angrily collapsed. 

And a moment later, the hurricane which was originally attacking Hexi, seemed to have been swallowed, 

slowly it became weaker and melted away. 

At the same time, the earth shaking thunder and lightning hurricane turned around and headed to 

attack Elder Jiang. 

“Not possible– –!! This isn’t possible!! This is absolutely not possible– –!!” 

Elder Jiang’s eyes were filled with fright and despair. 

The thunder and wind rushing movement was their Jiang family’s unique skill. Even his own family’s 

younger generation could only learn this secret method through word of mouth. Why? Why could this 

youth learn it today? 

In the end, who was she… In the end, who was she?!! 

A moment later, he heard Hexi’s clear and ridiculing voice sound out from a nearby place. “Didn’t you 

say that I could learn your unique skill? Thunder and wind rushing movement, he he, in the end, it’s just 

this and nothing more! 
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“Ah, ah, ah, ah– – – –!!” 

Elder Jiang let out unresigned shouts, following this, he was completely engulfed by the hurricane 

produced by wind and thunder rushing movement. 

Soon after, there were his bellows and the sound of his body being torn apart by the hurricane. This was 

his unique skill, now it had been completely exerted on his body. 

This wasn’t only the torture on the body, it also ruined one’s spirit. 

After the hurricane, Elder Jiang’s body was similar to a piece of cloth. With a bump, he fell down on the 

floor and spit out a big mouthful of blood. 

There wasn’t an intact piece of flesh on his body anymore. With a speed visible to the naked eye, his 

appearance and skin quickly aged. 

Hexi held onto a long sword in her hand. Advancing forward, she arrogantly looked at him. 

Out of fear, Elder Jiang instinctively wiggled his body, wanting to recoil. He repeatedly mumbled, 

“Forgive me… Forgive me… I am Jiang family’s person, I can give you countless benefits.” 
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“If you kill me, Elder Jiang certainly won’t let you off… I already reported the matter of your replenishing 

arteries and veins method to my family.” 

“As long as you don’t kill me, I… I’ll conceal you from my family…” 

Hexi’s mouth curved up into a shallow smile. Her pretty facial features were outstanding, but she also 

had the characteristics of a youth’s immaturity. 

But a moment later, the long sword in her hand whooshed out. It resolutely broke Elder Jiang’s dantian, 

“Naturally, I’ll let you live. I’ll let you live in pain for a while more.” 

“If not, how can you bear the pains you put onto my family’s Xiao Li!” 

Elder Jiang let out a heart tearing and lung splitting howl. His entire body rapidly aged, his skin wrinkled, 

and his originally white skin turned whiter. Even a few of his teeth fell out. 

With his dantian shattered, his cultivation was considered gone and he became an ordinary person. 

An ordinary person who was over a hundred years old who was old and weak, who wanted to obtain 

this. 

But unfortunately, Elder Jiang had eaten countless talented treasures, so his vitality was difficult to 

lessen. He had clearly become an old man who was over a hundred, but he hadn’t died. He could only 

painfully and bitterly look towards Hexi. 

At this moment, Hexi couldn’t stand it anymore. The long sword in her hand dropped with a “peng” 

sound to the ground and her knees turned soft. Kneeling to the ground, she spit out a mouth full of 

blood. 

The silver needles in her body flew out and her dantian finally stopped igniting. 

“Lao da, are you alright!” The Little Golden Dragon raced out of her space and quickly began to support 

Hexi’s body. 

Dan Dan also made his way out of her space and began weeping by Hexi’s side. “Mother, what’s wrong 

with you? Don’t scare Dan Dan!” 

As he was talking, he was also sending spiritual qi to Hexi’s body. 

When Dan Dan’s spiritual qi and Hexi’s entered her body, it quickly allowed her ignited dantian to feel 

much better. 

Hexi’s complexion was still deathly pale, but she extended her hand to lightly rub Dan Dan’s head. “Be 

good Dan Dan, nothing is wrong with Mother.” 

Dan Dan held Hexi’s hand and checked all over it, several times, before confirming that his beloved 

Mother was truly alright. Then, he began to cry again. 

“Mother, don’t scare Dan Dan. Dan Dan doesn’t want to see you wounded nor see you spitting out 

blood!” 



“Bad Mother, you threw Dan Dan back into your space and got injured. In the future, Dan Dan will no 

longer trust you. Wa [1] ah ah ah~~!” 

Hexi could cooly and elegantly laugh when a group of martial artists was being beat, but towards Dan 

Dan’s sobbing, she lacked any means to. She knitted her eyebrows, feeling a headache. 

To the side, the Little Golden Dragon watched the good play. Only when he saw Hexi was helpless to do 

anything, he walked forward to say, “Dan Dan, the bad people who injured lao da aren’t dead yet. Call 

Little Purple, let’s properly entertain them together!” 
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Upon hearing those words, Dan Dan stopped crying and his short legs slowly walked towards Elder 

Jiang’s side. 

His round, small, pig-like body jumped onto Elder Jiang’s stomach, shouting, “Villain, you harmed 

Mother! I’ll kill you!” 

The weight of Dan Dan pressing down on Elder Jiang caused his eyes to rotate to the white parts and 

caused him to spit out a mouthful of blood. 

Hexi stopped the several fellows, laughing helplessly, “Don’t play anymore, he’s so weak right now, he 

won’t be able to bear you guys tossing him around. If we let him die so easily, won’t that be too 

convenient for him!” 

“Lao da, do you have any good means?” The Little Golden Dragon excitedly jumped around in the air, 

“We must let him properly experience pain!” 

Elder Jiang raised his head, his eyes were filled with despair and hatred as he loudly roared at Hexi, “My 

Jiang family won’t let you off– –!” 

Before he could finish yelling, copious amounts of medicinal powders appeared in Hexi’s hands, which 

she then proceeded to sprinkle over his wounds. 

Suddenly, Elder Jiang, who had originally been at his last dying breath, began to violently shout as he 

rolled around on the floor. 

And what was even more terrifying was that his skin began to fall off in pieces. It resembled the snow 

white lime on a wall that had been cracked and was falling off, exposing his bloody red internal flesh. 

The Little Golden Dragon turned left and right in the air as he looked at the main culprit in such a 

miserable state, feeling indescribably excited, “Lao da, what type of medicine is this? Very ferocious, 

ah!” 

“Free and Unfettered powdered medicine.” Hexi carried the confused Dan Dan, covering his eyes so he 

couldn’t see the bloody scene as she explained to the Little Golden Dragon, “First, your skin falls off in 

clumps. Next, it’s your body’s flesh. But even after all his skin and flesh had fallen off, he still won’t die. 

Only until the rotting spreads to his heart and brain can he die.” 
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“This type of torture will last, approximately, twelve days and nights. He can only endure the suffering, 

helplessly looking as he slowly inches towards death.” 

“Really is a pity, he’s merely a common person now. I’m afraid that after a bit of pained torture, his body 

may not be able to endure anymore.” 

“But it’s sufficient. Sufficient enough to offset all the pain he set upon Xiao Li’s body. It’s also sufficient 

enough to let Wet Nurse Chen to be in peace in the nine springs.” 

Finished speaking, Hexi took back all the magic weapons on the floor, including Elder Jiang’s flying 

sword. Then she ordered the Purple Abyss Vine, “Little Purple, carefully search through this desolate 

residence. I want to ensure that, aside from these two old fellows, there isn’t any living mouths.” 

After approximately the time it took to burn a stick of incense, this desolate residence, located in the 

eastern outskirts of Yan Jing city, suddenly let out a violent boom. 

Completely collapsing, it became ruins, enveloped in dense, scary air. 

Inside the ruins, aside from a monster that lacked all four limbs, a nose, mouth, ears, and eyes as well as 

a bloody person who howled in pain, there weren’t any other creatures visible. 

As a result of this place being remote and it being late at night, nobody discovered this. 

Only until the third day, a white clothed male appeared in front of these ruins. Looking at the squirming 

freak with an incomplete body and the incessantly wiggling and screaming mincemeat on the floor, he 

couldn’t help but knit his handsome eyebrows, exposing a suspicious expression. 

Eastern outskirts of Yan Jing, he shouldn’t have found the wrong place, ah! 

Clearly it was the day to deliver the goods, but how come there wasn’t a shadow of any human beings. 

Furthermore, even the house had turned into ruins. 

In the end, what happened? 

Looking at the monster lacking all four limbs who was wiggling at him, it seemed to want to convey 

something. The white clothed male expressed a loathing expression on his face. 

 

 


